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Dear Educators,

Planning, designing, and implementing a new school is very challenging and rewarding work .  If you are 

considering applying to create a new high-quality school, I thank you for your commitment and dedication to 

the students of New York City .

The development of excellent new schools is a key component of the Department of Education’s Children First 

reforms, embodying the principles of empowerment, leadership, and accountability .  Leaders of new schools 

share a commitment to academic rigor, personalization of educational experiences, and inclusion of partner 

organizations .   The new schools are providing good opportunities for communities that have traditionally been 

underserved, helping to ensure greater equity throughout the education system .  

Through the Children First reforms, the Mayor and the Chancellor have taken on the challenge of transforming 

the portfolio of options available to families and students in New York City .  Whether charter public or 

Department of Education public schools, large or small, theme-based or comprehensive, our goal is the creation 

of a range of choices for each student that provides many paths to the same outcomes:  a good education 

and preparation for college and productive citizenship .  Within the Office of Portfolio Development, we are 

committed to developing these pathways .

For more information about creating a new school or about the Office of Portfolio Development, please contact 

us at NewSchoolsTeam@schools .nyc .gov .

Best Regards,

Garth Harries

Chief Portfolio Officer

Office of Portfolio Development

The New York CiTY DeparTmeNT of  
eDuCaTioN
JOEL I. KLEIN, Chancellor

52 Chambers Street, Room 405, New York, NY 10007
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Office of Portfolio Development (OPD)
New Department of Education (DOE) Public Schools
The majority of new schools are generally theme-based, college preparatory schools that are open for all students to attend.  
Additionally, some new schools focus on the needs of a specific population.  

Transfer Schools
Transfer High Schools are small, academically rigorous, diploma granting high schools designed to re-engage 
students who are overage and under-credited or have dropped out of high school.

Career and Technical Education (CTE)
CTE schools and programs within schools enable high school students to participate in a program of study directly 
connected with a career pathway, while engaging in academic preparation leading to a Regents Diploma.  

ELL-Focused Schools
These schools focus on providing the necessary supports for recent immigrants and English language learners 
through a variety of language acquisition models.

Single Gender Schools
Single gender public schools in New York City offer a unique school culture that some students and families find 
best suit their needs. 

Selective Schools
The Mayor and Chancellor have committed to opening 7 new academically selective schools, specifically in 
traditionally underserved communities.  As of September 2007, there will be two new academically selective 
schools:  Brooklyn Latin in Bushwick and the Columbia Secondary School for Math, Science, and Engineering in 
Harlem.

Charter Public Schools
Charter schools are independent public schools, governed by their own not-for-profit boards of trustees, which operate on 
the terms of five-year performance contracts known as charters.  

Reorganization of School Structures
The Office of Portfolio Development will support changes to school structures to enable student success.  Some examples of 
these structures and programs include: 

Non-traditional Grade Configurations (6-12s, K-8s)
Research shows that reducing the number of transitions (from elementary to middle to high school) may help 
alleviate some of the drop in middle school achievement and better prepare students for success in high school. 
OPD will work with existing schools as feasible, given facilities and enrollment considerations, to reduce these 
transitions by serving either Kindergarteners through eighth graders or sixth through twelfth graders.

Small Learning Communities
Small Learning Communities (SLC) are smaller divisions within large high schools. They provide dedicated, 
personalized teaching and learning teams for each SLC and rigorous and relevant curriculum and instruction for all 
students, while still operating as part of a single school institution.  
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Overview of New DOE Schools and Charter Schools Initiatives
To meet the Children First goal of providing a high-quality school for every child, Mayor Bloomberg and Chancellor Klein 
have made new school creation an essential part of New York City’s education reform effort. In September 2002, 16 new 
small schools were developed to replace the lowest performing large high school campuses throughout the City. Using 
these schools as a model for systemic change, the DOE developed a process of new school development – through the New 
Schools Initiative and the Charter Schools Initiative -- that would transform the portfolio of schools available to New York 
City students and their families.  

While the new schools and charter schools have a wide variety of themes and educational philosophies, they share several 
common design characteristics:

G  Academic rigor: Students are provided with a clear definition of the knowledge and skills they must attain, 
and classes are designed to ensure that all students are held to high standards and graduate prepared for success 
in college and in life.

G  Personalization: The majority of schools enroll 600 or fewer students, enabling teachers and principals to 
support the needs of all students.  Teachers working across disciplines, extended class periods, and student 
advisory programs are examples of how school communities are personalized.

G  Partnerships: The majority of schools collaborate with partner organizations, including Intermediary 
partner organizations (supported in part by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation), Education Management 
Organizations (EMOs), and Charter Management Organizations (CMOs).  These partners bring educational 
resources to schools, enabling both increased quality and scale.  In addition, local partnerships with community 
organizations, cultural institutions, and businesses strengthen the connection between the schools and the 
communities they serve.

All schools created under the Initiatives are expected to:

G  Improve student learning and achievement; 

G  Increase learning opportunities for all students, with special emphasis on expanded learning experiences for 
students who are at-risk of academic failure;

G  Encourage the use of different and innovative teaching methods; 

G  Create new professional opportunities for teachers, school administrators, and other school personnel; 

G  Provide parents and students with expanded high quality choices in the types of educational opportunities that 
are available within the public school system; and, 

G  Provide schools with a method to change from rule-based to performance-based accountability systems by 
holding schools accountable for meeting measurable student achievement results. 

New Schools
In September 2007, there will be 231 new secondary schools and 10 new elementary schools. The New Schools Initiative’s 
primary focus has been expanding educational options at the secondary level – particularly in underserved communities 
– where the City’s children are in urgent need of better educational opportunities.  The schools developed as part of the 
New Schools Initiative are traditional public schools and are governed by the policies, rules, and regulations of the DOE.  

Charter Schools
In September 2007, 60 charter schools will operate in New York City. More than half of these schools (38) have been 
created as part of the Chancellor’s Charter Schools Initiative, which began in 2004.  Charter schools are independent 
public schools, governed by their own not-for-profit boards of trustees, which operate on the terms of five-year performance 
contracts known as charters.  The New York City Department of Education (NYCDOE), the State University of New York 
(SUNY), and the State Department of Education (SED) are the three entities authorized to approve, monitor, and renew 
charter schools in New York City.  
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New Schools:  DOE Public Schools
Objectives and Progress
Five primary objectives drive the work of the New Schools Initiative.  The DOE continually assesses progress against these 
objectives to ensure the success of the Initiative.

1. Provide new, high quality educational options for all students, particularly the traditionally underserved.

3   Preliminary student achievement data in the new schools is promising:

m  15 new small schools graduated their first class in 2006. Their preliminary graduation  rates were on 
average 78%—more than 20% higher than the citywide average in 2005 and more than double the 
graduation rates of the schools they replaced. 

m  In 2005-06, ninth graders in new schools were promoted to tenth grade – an indicator of future 
graduation—at a rate of 85%, compared to 75% citywide.

3   The new schools are serving the student population most in need.  In 2006-07:

m  81% of entering 9th graders in new schools performed below standards on 8th grade exams versus 68% in 
other schools citywide.

m  91% of entering 9th grade students in new schools are African American or Hispanic versus 70% in other 
schools citywide .

m  13% of entering 9th grade students in new schools are English language learners versus 11% in other 
schools citywide.

2.  Promote healthy competition by creating a portfolio of “existence proofs”— new schools that succeed where others  
have not.

3   New schools are helping transform the campuses of schools phased-out due to historical under-performance.  
Nearly half of the new schools reside on the campuses of phasing-out or phased-out schools and are showing 
dramatically improved student performance, providing better opportunities for communities that have 
historically not had them.

3   Student demand for new schools is strong.  In the 2006 main round, Initiative schools received 7.5 applications 
per seat. 

3.  Attract new resources to public schools – intellectual, human, social, and financial capital.

3  To date, over $130M in private funds have been committed by national and local foundations to support new 
school, charter school, and leadership development as part of the Initiative.

3 15 Intermediary organizations and over 100 community-based organizations bring multiple forms of capital to 
new schools.

4. Fuel innovation and drive catalytic impact.

3   The New Schools Initiative has enabled the creation of systemic supports to facilitate stability and long-term 
success, including new building master planning processes, informed choice enrollment policies, and budget 
trainings to support new school development and growth.

3   Several conferences for principals and other administrators of schools sharing space, geared toward disseminating 
emerging practices, have drawn hundreds of participants and focused attention on the powerful benefits of the 
campus model.

3   The New Schools Initiative continues to drive innovation around areas of empowerment and accountability.  The 
DOE’s Empowerment Schools is an outgrowth of the New Schools Initiative.
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5. Provide opportunities that attract and develop new leadership talent.

3  In addition to the many New York City teachers and administrators who have developed new schools, the 
leaders of the new schools include 36 graduates of the Leadership Academy’s Aspiring Principal Program and 27 
graduates of the New Leaders for New Schools program.

Additional Information

New Schools Intermediary Partners
The majority of new schools have been created in collaboration with an Intermediary organization that serves as the lead 
partner (such as a university, youth development agency, non-profit or other educational organization).  Supported in part 
by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, these Intermediary partners offer additional support – including school designs, 
curriculum, and professional development – and bring multiple forms of capital to new school development, enabling 
both increased quality and scale. The following is a list of Intermediary partners that are currently engaged in new school 
development and support in New York City.

The Asia Society  Institute for Student Achievement
Coalition of Essential Schools National Academy Foundation
Center for Youth Development and Education  National Council of La Raza
City University of New York (CUNY)  New Visions for Public Schools
The College Board  Replications, Inc.
Expeditionary Learning Outward Bound  The Urban Assembly
Good Shepherd Services  Young Women’s Leadership Foundation
Internationals Network for Public Schools  

Governance and Oversight
New DOE public schools are subject to the same rules and regulations of all New York City public schools.  

Facilities
New schools are primarily sited in replacement of schools that are phasing-out.  Additionally, where available, new schools 
are located in underutilized facilities or new construction. 
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Transfer Schools
Overview
The Office of Portfolio Development works in partnership with the Office of Multiple Pathways to Graduation (OMPG) 
in the creation of new Transfer High Schools -- small, academically rigorous, diploma granting high schools designed to 
re-engage students who are overage and under-credited or have dropped out of high school. Eligible students must have 
been enrolled in a New York City public high school for at least one year and are far from promoting on grade level in their 
current high school. Most Transfer High School students enter at age 16 to 17 and are at least two years behind in credit 
accumulation given their age.  The essential elements of Transfer Schools include: 

• personalized learning environment
• rigorous academic standards
• student-centered pedagogy 
• support to meet instructional and development goals 
• focus on connections to college and the workforce
• strong support from OMPG and Intermediary partners

Transfer High Schools opened under the Multiple Pathways initiative to work solely with students who are overage and 
under-credited and are developed in partnership with Intermediary groups: Diploma Plus, Good Shepherd Services, and 
New Visions for Public Schools. 

Transfer Schools provide deep supports and opportunities for lower-credited students with below-level reading scores to 
recuperate the credits and skills they need to move toward high school completion. The Transfer High School model shows 
tremendous recuperative power for overage, under-credited students, who graduate from Transfer High Schools at an 
average rate of 56% — compared with 19% if they remain in comprehensive high schools.

Learning to Work
Transfer Schools opening in 2007 have the added support of “Learning to Work” - an in-depth job readiness and career 
exploration program designed to enhance the academic component of Transfer Schools.  Learning To Work provides 
students the opportunity to participate in intensive employability skills development workshops, subsidized internships, 
college and career counseling, and job placement. The program also includes attendance outreach, individual and group 
counseling, academic tutoring, and youth development supports.

The Office of Multiple Pathways to Graduation
With support from the Mayor’s Office and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the New York City Department 
of Education created OMPG in the Fall of 2005 with the mission of creating educational options that will provide 
opportunities to improve high school graduation rates and the long-term plans for overage, under-credited youth.
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Career & Technical Education Programs & Schools
An essential part of new school creation is the development of more Career & Technical Education (CTE) options for our 
city’s students.  CTE enables high school students to participate in a program of study directly connected with a career 
pathway, while engaging in academic preparation leading to a Regents Diploma.  Students graduating from CTE programs 
continue their education in college, go directly into the workforce in their area of concentration, or attend technical 
training programs, apprenticeships, and other specialty programs in their field.  

In 2001, reforms made to CTE by the New York State Education Department (NYSED) prescribed new standards intended 
to enhance CTE integration with academic coursework while increasing programmatic flexibility.  Additionally, NYSED 
developed a State approval process to support schools as they improve the quality of CTE program offerings.

CTE- Essential Elements
In New York City, CTE programs are currently offered in 68 different career pathways ranging from Agriculture to Web 
Design.  While CTE programs differ from field to field, the following elements are common to all programs:  

•  A quality technical and academic curriculum, including integration of English language arts, mathematics, 
science, and technology into CTE instruction.

• Faculty with state certification in appropriate academic and CTE fields.
•  Technical assessments that certify students meet current industry standards.  This industry-approved evaluation 

includes a written component, a student applied research project, and a student performance evaluation.  A 
passing score on a technical assessment enables a student to be awarded a CTE technical endorsement on their 
Regents diploma in a CTE approved program.

• Post-secondary articulation agreements.
• Work skills employability profile of skill mastery as part of each student’s portfolio.
• Work-based learning experiences for students such as internships, mentoring, and job shadowing.
•  The reporting of yearly  data on student progress and performance on Regents examinations or alternatives 

approved by the State Assessment Panel, technical assessments, and placement in employment, military, or 
higher education.

CTE- The First Year
New CTE schools or new schools offering CTE programs need not possess all these elements in their first year; the priorities 
are to establish a sequence of courses and curricula in a particular career area and hire staff certified to implement it.  As a 
school matures and reaches its capacity of grades offered and students served, components like work-based experiences and 
technical assessments are developed.  

State Approval of CTE Programs: The Program Approval Process (PAP) 
Once fully developed, all CTE programs strive to receive the sanction of New York State by engaging in a multi-step 
approval process.  The first step is for the program’s highly qualified staff, including teachers, guidance counselors, affiliated 
industry groups, and postsecondary institutions, to participate in a self-assessment and binder preparation.  An external 
review is then conducted to continue the evaluation of the program’s adherence to state and industry standards and the 
quality of its professional development and program resources.  Upon approval of the external review, the New York City 
Department of Education provides a Statement of Assurances to the state formally indicating approval of the program.
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New Schools: Charter Public Schools  
Objectives and Progress
The 1998 New York State Charter Schools Act lists six primary objectives as core to its purpose.  The DOE continually 
assesses progress against these objectives to ensure the success of the Charter Schools Initiative.

1. Improve student learning and achievement.
3   On the 2005-06 ELA exams, 55.7% of charter school students in grades 3-8 demonstrated proficiency as 

compared to 50.7% of students in grades 3-8 citywide.  On the Math exams, 65.8% of charter school students in 
grades 3-8 demonstrated proficiency as compared to 57.0% of students in grades 3-8 citywide.  

3   In addition, charter school students in grade 3-8 outperformed the students located in the same district.  55.7% 
of charter school students in grade 3-8 demonstrated proficiency on ELA exams as compared to 47.6% achieved 
by traditional public school students in the same district.  On the Math exams, 65.8% of charter school students 
demonstrated proficiency as compared to 53.4% achieved by traditional public school students in the same 
district. 

2. Increase learning opportunities for all students, with special emphasis on students who are at-risk of academic 
failure.

3   In 2006-2007, 58 charter schools operated in New York City and served nearly 15,000 students.  Of these 
students, nearly 90% were African American or Latino, and 75% of students in charter schools were eligible for 
Free and Reduced Lunch. 

3. Encourage the use of different and innovative teaching methods.

3   Because of their regulatory freedom, charter schools can create schedules that enable common planning time and 
allow teachers to tailor instructional strategies to align with specific curricula (e.g. arts-infusion or dual language 
models).

4. Create new professional opportunities for teachers, school administrators, and staff.

3   Flexible calendars allow charters to hold summer training institutes for teachers.  Additionally, charters 
affiliated with the same Charter Management Organization (CMO) often organize into networks, enabling joint 
professional development and cross-school collaboration.

5.  Provide parents and students with expanded choices in the types of educational opportunities that are available 
within the public school system.

3   Charters enroll students by non-exclusive lottery and provide high-quality educational alternatives for families, 
particularly in communities that have been traditionally underserved.

6. Provide schools with a method to change from rule-based to performance-based accountability systems.

3   Charter schools have the autonomy to shape instructional design, curriculum, and scheduling; make staffing 
decisions; and allocate resources flexibly.  They are also exempt from many state and local public school 
regulations.

3   In exchange for this autonomy, charter schools are held accountable for meeting the specific student performance 
goals outlined in their charters, as well as applicable laws and regulations.  If the schools do not meet these goals, 
their charters can be revoked and the schools closed.

3   Most charter schools implement internal, value-added performance metrics to assess students’ performance over 
time.  
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Additional Information about Charter Schools

Governance
Charter schools are independent public schools, governed by their own not-for-profit boards of trustees, which operate on 
the terms of five-year performance contracts known as charters.  Charter schools’ boards of trustees typically include a mix 
of educational experts, business leaders, community members, and parents.  The board of trustees is legally responsible and 
accountable for the school, can hire and fire the principal, and establish all other terms and conditions of the school subject 
to the charter’s agreement and in adherence to state and federal law.

Student Enrollment
Any child eligible for admission to a traditional public school is eligible for admission to a public charter school.  
Admission to a charter school cannot be limited on the basis of disability, race, creed, gender, national origin, religion, 
ancestry, intellectual ability, measures of achievement or aptitude, or athletic ability.  If the number of applicants exceeds 
the number of available seats, a random selection process, such as a lottery, must be used.  However, the Charter Schools 
Act does require that a charter school give preference to siblings of students already enrolled in the charter school and 
students living in the charter school’s community school district.

Autonomy
A charter school is an independent and autonomous public school.  As such, charter schools are largely free from state and 
local regulation. This freedom gives charter schools the ability to establish their own policies, design their own educational 
program, and manage their human and financial resources.  

Accountability
Charter schools are accountable, through the terms of five-year performance contracts, for high student achievement.  
Charter schools must meet the same Regents’ performance standards established for all public schools as well as the goals 
established in their charter.  Furthermore, the DOE has set performance standards for all DOE-authorized charter schools 
and monitors each school to ensure that it is meeting the terms outlined in its charter and is in compliance with state and 
federal laws.

Funding 
Charter schools in New York City receive a per-student allocation based on the district’s per-student spending level.  To 
obtain the updated amount of per-student funding for New York City, see: http://stateaid.nysed.gov/charterQA.pdf.  
Additional funding for students with disabilities also flows to the charter school if the charter school provides the funded 
services.  Charter schools are also eligible for federal funds that go to district schools such as IDEA and Title funds (I, 
II, etc.)  In addition to per-pupil funding, New York City charter schools receive support for initial start-up expenses, 
information technology, and additional funding for special education students.   

Facilities
The charter schools funding formula in New York State does not provide financial support for facilities.  The Chancellor 
has made it a priority to secure facilities for charter schools when feasible.  Applicants should be aware that space is limited 
and, if available, using DOE facilities may require schools to make modifications to their charter’s proposed growth plans, 
enrollment configuration, and/or admissions policies.

Partnerships
The Center for Charter School Excellence is a non-profit organization created to stimulate the supply of high quality 
charter schools in New York City and to provide these schools with technical assistance and support in operations.  
Additionally, many charter management and educational management organizations have established formal partnerships 
with charter schools currently in operation in NYC. 
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New DOE School Development Process 
The development of excellent new schools is a key component of the Department of Education’s Children First reform 
agenda.  The DOE is developing a diverse portfolio of new schools that incorporates knowledge from research and from 
expert practice about the critical elements of what makes an effective school.  

Completing the application is a rigorous process that will require applicants to form planning teams, work together closely 
over time, and develop a thorough new school application.  The documents that each planning team creates are meant to be 
ones that could be used in the new school and should reflect the planning team’s fundamental beliefs about education. 

To support the planning teams’ efforts, the DOE offers professional development workshops.  These sessions review the 
major aspects of school creation and provide technical assistance as applicants develop plans for starting a school.  There are 
four main phases of school development:

Phase Description 

Introductions, Coalition-Building, and  
Getting Started

•  Open Houses for 2008 New Schools 
Spring and Fall 2007 

•  Professional Development Workshops  
Schedule will be published

Individuals, including potential principal and teachers, inter-
mediaries, community based organizations, and other groups 
interested in developing new schools come together to share 
ideas and explore possible collaborations.  

Professional development workshops will be available to  
support team building and foster the creation of strong  
school executive summaries.  

Executive Summary and Final  
Application Submissions
•  Executive Summary due 

October 19, 2007
•  Professional Development Workshops 

Schedule will be published
•  Final New School Application due 

November 28, 2007

Professional development workshops will support planning 
teams as they work on the core issues of school creation,  
ranging from curriculum and assessment to graduation crite-
ria, school culture to hiring. All teams are encouraged  
to attend.

The executive summary and final application should draw 
from these sessions.

Interviews and Final Approval   
•  Interviews  

December 2007
•  Final approval 

January 2008

Teams will interview with a panel convened by the DOE.  
The panel will make recommendations to the Chancellor  
for final approval of all new schools.  

Making the Vision a Reality

February – August 2008

The Leadership Academy, in collaboration with the Office 
of Portfolio Development, will provide support through the 
New School Intensive to address the numerous educational 
and operational issues necessary to open approved schools in 
September 2008.

Updated information about the New Schools Development Process can be found at:  
http://schools .nyc .gov/newschools
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Charter School Development Process 
The process below provides a description of the review process and an approximate timeline for the NYCDOE 
charter school review cycle .  

Step Description

Intent to Apply
Collected on a rolling basis

All interested charter school applicants are asked to notify the Office of 
Charter Schools of their intention to apply for a charter.

Concept Paper
Due: June 1, 2007

The Concept Paper is a 10-20 page summary of the vision for your  
proposed school and the capacity of the planning team.  

Concept Paper Review The Concept Paper will be reviewed and evaluated by the Office of 
Charter Schools and external reviewers with a focus on the quality of your 
school vision & design, the capacity of your team, and connections to the 
community.  The review may include a panel interview.

Applicant Notification Applicants may be invited to submit an application.  The Concept Papers 
that sufficiently meet the criteria and that have the highest likelihood of 
success in implementing the programs and achieving the academic goals 
described will be invited to move forward.

Application
Due: September 3, 2007

The charter school application is a comprehensive description of the 
proposed school model, including the education program, governance 
structure and financial projections, and legal requirements.  

Review of Application The Application will be reviewed and evaluated by the Office of Charter 
Schools and a team of external reviewers according to the criteria de-
scribed throughout the application.  

Panel Interview For those passing prior reviews, interviews of the application’s founding 
team, including applicants and proposed members of the charter school’s 
board of trustees.

Clarification Requests Applicant teams must respond to follow-up questions and/or concerns 
generated by the application review process.

Chancellor’s Recommendation The Chancellor will review the results of the process and make  
recommendations to the State Department of Education (SED)  
regarding the award of charters.

SED Review The SED review process includes a second review of the application and 
possible requests for clarification.

Board of Regents Vote The Board of Regents votes to award charters.

All forms and guidelines for the above process can be found and accessed at the Office of Charter Schools’ website:  
http://schools.nyc.gov/charters
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Office of Portfolio Development
52 Chambers Street, Room 405

New York, NY 10007
http://schools .nyc .gov/newschools/
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